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Welcome to StudyCards! 

StudyCards is the first FlashCard application for the iPhone.   It was available to 
the public July 2008 on opening day of the Apple AppStore.   

If you have never used StudyCards for the iPhone this document will give you 
some information about StudyCards that will be helpful to get the most out of 
StudyCards.   If you’re familiar with StudyCards and recently upgraded to 2.1 this 
will help fill you in on the changes that we’ve been working on. 

If you spot inaccuracies with this document – please report them to us so we can 
update appropriately.   Send comments to support@worklifestudy.com, thanks! 

Why StudyCards?  

1.1 The	  Goal	  for	  StudyCards	  

The goal for StudyCards is: 

 To provide iPhone/iPod users the ability to study for tests wherever and 
whenever they want:  Once you have downloaded your cards or created them 
within the application NO internet connection required.  StudyCards was the first 
flashcard application to do that with version 1. 

 To allow students to share their study material.  We have an open and FREE 
system where students can upload and download their cards and share for free.  
Did we mention it was free? 

 To offer a variety of study methods and strategies. We did this in StudyCards v1 
adding the Leitner study method and enhanced this ability in later versions with 
custom sorting and the ability to limit the study set.  We also offer the ability to 
randomize cards and scramble multiple choice answers within the cards. 

 To study in a manner similar to standardized tests – we did this in Version 2.  
Multiple Choice cards are now supported in StudyCards beginning with Version 
2.1! 

 StudyCards also provides teachers, the business community, and vendors with 
the ability to prepare study and test material that can be distributed online.   A 
free ‘Read Only Version’ will be available online. 
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1.2 Our	  Quest	  for	  Perfection	  

1.2.1 How	  You	  Can	  Help	  

It is our sincere hope that StudyCards is the most useful study tool you have on your 
device.  Is StudyCards perfect?  Not yet!  Will it have every feature you ever wanted – 
probably not.   Our goal is to have StudyCards work intuitively and flawlessly.  Help us 
make it better by telling us about any bugs or errors so we can fix them.    For each new 
feature added it opens scores of opportunities for bugs to creep in.   If you find a bug, or 
if something didn’t work the way you expected then please report this to us.    	  

Contact support to report bugs or errors by emailing: support@worklifestudy.com 

1.2.2 Unexpected	  Crashes	  

If you encounter an unexpected crash, let us know what you were doing just before the 
crash.   See if you can reproduce the crash.   If you can reproduce it, we can fix it.  If you 
can’t reproduce it, then chances are we won’t be able to either.  	  

If you encounter unexpected behavior, let us know what you were doing, what you 
expected to happen, and what actually happened.  This may be a bug, or a feature that 
does not exist.  Either way we’ll look into it but we need to be able to reproduce the 
event so please help us with as much detail as you can. 

Once identified as a bug or other issue, we’ll do everything possible to rectify it in the 
next release.  Features may or may not be added as they may introduce bugs or require 
rewriting critical pieces of foundation code. 

1.2.3 Complexity	  of	  StudyCards	  

StudyCards began life as a simple flashcard program with fairly small card images and 
not very many options. With the introduction of each new feature, more opportunities to 
add functionality and flexibility opened up. This allowed even more opportunities.   
StudyCards v2 has been 30 months in the making (yep, 30 months).	  

We know that not everyone will use all the features, but during our research and testing, 
we found that some of the features were very important to the people using StudyCards. 

 No internet connection required!  - You can study all you want, create, update 
and delete cards without needing an internet connection.  Obviously, to download 
cards from the website you would need an internet connection just during the 
downloading 

 No Ads! How can you study effectively with such annoying interruptions or 
distractions?  Obviously, this could be a huge revenue stream for us we declined 

 Multiple choice cards provide a solid method of test performance data collection 
 An easier way than typing all cards directly on the device is essential to those 

needing long study card sets or tests 
 The timer feature allows tracking of time to match test conditions 
 Backup and restore functions have obvious benefits whenever things go wrong. 
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 As students, merging cards, marking cards for review, and scrambling multi-
choice options were things that we wanted in a study tool 

 Emailing test results, ensuring test integrity (can’t change test while taking it), and 
one-time-only tests are important to education and testing professionals 

 Concentrating on the most challenging questions is extremely useful for those 
studying long and difficult decks 

 Uploading cards to the shared area for others to benefit from your work 
 Emailing your complete decks to yourself or a friend for recreation or editing 
 Unlimited Cards and Decks 
 And many other features you’re sure to find useful! 

 

Hopefully this document will help you navigate your way around the most useful and 
stable flash card app around!  
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Get Started!    

Tap on the StudyCards icon:  

1.3 Some	  Terminology	  

A Deck is a set or collection of Cards that have a common grouping.   

The original version of StudyCards put you on the Decks listing screen. We now 
have a Launch Page: 

 

 

A simple Flash Card has a question with only one answer. A Multiple-Choice 
Card has multiple options/choices from which you choose the correct answer(s). 

When viewing your cards, you’re in the Study Mode.  The cards you’re 
studying/reviewing are referred to as a Study Set.  The size and even the order 
of the study set can be changed while you’re in the study mode.  There is a lot 
going on in this tool, so it’s worth taking a moment to understand how it works.  

The difference between a Deck and a Study Set only comes into play when you 
work with Leitner system or limit the deck (which reduces the number of cards in 
your study set, but not your deck).  The study set is the current group of cards 
that shows up on your device when you select a deck. 

Edit Mode is when you see the deck details or the cards listing. 

Whenever say iPhone we mean any iPhone OS device. So if you are using 
StudyCards on an iPod Touch don’t feel left out, we mean you, too. 

Tap this button to study or edit your existing decks and/or cards 

Tap this to create or download a new deck. If you create cards on the 
WorkLifeStudy.com website you would download them by starting here. 

Tap here for helpful information about StudyCards.  If you have internet 
access, the General Info button within the About area and will take you 
to the website for the latest information. 

Once you’ve submitted a few decks and received some scores you can 
review your progress on them by tapping here. 

StudyCards is highly configurable.  Here’s where you would change 
some of the defaults, as well as give yourself the Advanced view, of all 
the various fields and options. 
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1.4 Getting	  Around	  in	  StudyCards	  

From the Launch Page, tap on the green “Study or Review Cards” button. 

If you were interrupted and closed StudyCards in the middle of working with a 
deck, you will be asked if you want to Resume or Start Over your previous 
session. 

 

For this walkthrough tap the “No, Start Over” button.   This will take you to the 
Deck Listing otherwise you’ll be taken to the deck you were looking at last to 
pickup where you left off. 

From the Decks listing screen tap to open the “Sample Deck” included with 
StudyCards.  We will use this deck as an example to describe the features and 
functions because it has a few types of cards in it. 

 

Decks Listing Tap SampleDeck Question Side Answer Side 

    

Tapping on the Correct button:   (or the Wrong button: )  will move you onto 
the next card.  Tapping on Flip will show you the Question side (just in case you 
forgot the original question).  Use the left and right navigation buttons to move to 
the next or previous card. They are located to the far right and left center of the 
card.  If you don’t like the arrows there, (I’m sure someone will want them to be 
invisible) the arrows themselves are optional. You can remove them from view 
within the Settings section. If you remove the arrows from view, you can still 
move to the next or previous card by tapping the right or left card edge where the 
buttons were previously displayed. 
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2 Cards 

2.1 Flash	  Card	  
QUESTION	  SIDE	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

ANSWER	  SIDE	  

     

 

Next Card (Right) Arrow  

Previous Card (Left) Arrow 

Mark for 
Review 
(Flag) Button Set Card as Favorite Button 

Deck Name 

Back to Decks List 

Card Edit Button opens Add/Edit Card  

Card Settings Button 

Card Information Button 

Mark for Review and Go to 
Next Card Button Flip Card to show Answer Button 

Upper Toolbar 

Lower Toolbar 

Card Question 
(Everything on this side of 
the Card is the “Question”) 

Flip Card to show Question Button 

Mark Answer as CORRECT Button Mark Answer as 
WRONG Button 

Card Answer  
(Everything on this side of 
the Card is the “Answer”) 
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In addition to the Navigation buttons we discussed earlier, there are a few other 
buttons available to you.   

• The Flag at the lower left of the screen allows you to mark cards for later 
review. The flag button both lets you know if the current card is “Marked” 
for review and is a mechanism for changing the “Marked” status.   

• The Heart at the lower right is marking the current card a favorite. Favorite 
cards are collected together into a single Favorties deck.  The heart icon 
serves to both indicate if the card is currently included in the Favorites 
deck and as a mechanism for changing the “Favorites” status. 

Registering your answer “Correct” or “Wrong” for a flash card or Submitting the 
card as in the case of a Multiple-Choice card (to be discussed later) clears the 
marked status immediately.  To retain the marked status, tap on the Arrow key to 
navigate to the next or previous cards.   [Note: New cards come in from the Right 
side; previous cards are on the Left side.] 

As you proceed through the SampleDeck you will see other flash cards and a few 
multiple-choice cards.   
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2.2 Multiple-‐Choice	  Card	  
QUESTION	  SIDE	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Next Card  
Previous Card  

Mark for 
Review (Flag) 
Button 

Set Card as Favorite Button 

Deck Name or Timer if 
Information Button 
selected. 

Card Question 

Back to Decks List 

Card Edit Button  

Card Settings Button 

Card Information Button  
Also Displays the Timer 

Mark for Review and Go to 
Next Card Button 

Submit Card Answer Button 

Flip Card to show Answer Button 

Lower Toolbar 

Card Answer Options 

Upper Toolbar 
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ANSWER	  SIDE	  

  

 

When you see a multiple-choice card you will see a button associated with up to 
5 options/choices.  Some cards allow only one choice to be made – this is the 
Mutually Exclusive function (which is set in Card Details, explained later).  If a 
card has the mutually exclusive feature turned on, when you tap on more than 
one button, the previous buttons will turn off (like radio buttons).  Some cards 
allow multiple selections to be made – or even none. Tap on a button once, and it 
is selected. Tap on it again to deselect.  If a button is selected it turns blue. 

 

When you reach the end of the deck you will be presented with an option to 
Submit the Quiz or Review the Quiz.  If you submit a quiz with any marked 
cards (the flag button is yellow), you will be warned that you left a card marked.  
StudyCards brings up the marked card(s) for you to review.  

Try it out for yourself. 

Correct Letter and 
Answer  

Show Optional 
Additional Information 
Button 

Optional Additional 
Information 
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3 Decks 

3.1 Create	  a	  Deck	  

The most basic way to adapt StudyCards for your own use is to create a deck of 
study cards.  That’s really why you bought StudyCards, to customize your own 
cards.  You could buy a dozen or so applications on the AppStore with specific 
cards pre-built for you, but you’re limited to those cards.  That’s also a lot of 
money to spend on cards you could make yourself. 

To Create or Download a deck go to the Launch Page and tap on the blue “New 
Deck” button.  

If you have a network connection and can get to the Internet, you will have a 
choice to create a new deck from scratch or download a deck from the site. If you 
changed your mind tap Cancel.   

If for any reason StudyCards  cannot connect to the network you may see a 
message like this one: 

 

If you don’t have internet access – you will be brought immediately into the Deck 
Detail page.  StudyCards is smart enough to know you can’t download so it does 
not give the option here. 
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For now choose From Scratch to create a deck on StudyCards. 
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3.1.1 Add	  Deck	  Window	  

You will be presented with one of two Detail Screens (you can choose which one 
to use by tapping the Change Settings button on the StudyCards Launch page: 
Simple is the default version). 

• Simple 
 

 
 
 

• Advanced 

 

 

 

 

Tap the “Deck Name” field, and use the pop-up keyboard to enter a Deck Name 
because Deck Name is a required field.  It is the only required field, but as you 

Back to Decks List Download Deck Button 

Add Cards to Deck Button 

Reset entire Deck 
scores back to zero 

For current session only: 
Resets Deck to allow you to 
start the Study Session over. 

Enter Deck Name (Required) 

Enter Deck Description 

Enter Deck Category 

Enter Time Limit for Quiz/Test 

Enter Time Limit Warning Duration 

Enter 1st Email address 
where results will be sent 

Enter 2nd Email address 
where results will be sent 

Scramble multiple-choice options 
each time Card is viewed Default to always show Question side 

first when creating cards for this Deck 

RealTest allows execution in 
TEST mode. Test rules apply. 

Enter Deck Name (Required) 

Enter Deck Description 
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customize your Decks, the other items become extremely useful!  After you tap 
“Done” on the keyboard or tap into another field, you now have a Deck! 

After entering the desired information (Deck Name at the very minimum), press 
the blue “Add Cards” button at the bottom left.  The Card Details window will 
open up.  

3.2 Download	  a	  Deck	  

If you choose Download from the button at the top of the Deck Detail page or 
from the dialog box  

 

You are taken to the StudyCards database where you can download cards into 
your device. 

Scroll to and tap on a Category that interests you.  Categories are sorted 
alphabetically. 

 

 

Scroll to and tap on a deck that interests you.   

 

After a few seconds you are returned to the deck listing screen, and your new 
deck is at the bottom of your deck list. The deck is loaded, and you receive a 
Download Complete message.  Please note that depending on your connection 
speed and number of cards in the downloaded deck, card decks can potentially 
take extra time to download.  However, most decks take only a few seconds to 
copy down to your device. 
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3.3 Configure	  a	  Deck	  

Decks can be configured or customized in several ways.  Additional information 
can be recorded by adding a description and/or category.  

You can enter a time limit for a quiz. Enter the time in minutes into Quiz Time 
Limit. If you’d like a warning to appear, then enter the length of the warning in 
seconds in Time Limit Warning. For example, if you want a time limit for a quiz to 
be 1 hour, and you want a 3 minute warning to appear before the time is up, then 
enter: 

Quiz Time Limit (Mins) = 60 
Time Limit Warning (Secs) = 180 

The Upper Menu flashes YELLOW on and off for the Warning.  

  

The Upper Menu flashes RED if you go over the time limit (the quiz doesn’t shut 
down). 

 
[Note: This was a 1 minute Test with the warning to begin with 50 secs remaining, but you get the idea.] 

If you want the results of a quiz emailed to you (or someone else), enter up to 2 
email addresses. Contents of the email message differs depending on Mode 
(Study or Test) selected.  In Study Mode you will see what you got right and what 
you got wrong, in Test mode just the Answer key is emailed. 

If you are want to make your multiple-choice cards more difficult, check Scramble 
Answers. This will mix up the multiple-choice options on every card each time it is 
viewed.  See below for examples of this. 

By checking the Default Question Side First box, you can ensure that the 
Question side of the card always appears first. This is crucial in True/False or 
Yes/No questions. In other decks it is less important. For example State Capitals 
can help you study whether you see “Illinois” or “Springfield” first.   

RealTest is used to simulate a test-like environment. It eliminates the flash cards 
and focuses on multiple-choice cards. This is geared more for test preparation 
vendors, trainers or educators, but can be useful for students as well.  
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The Add Cards button takes you into the process to add new cards to your deck. 

The Clear Scores button will reset all scores of that Deck back to zero. This 
deletes all History scores, too. 

The Restart Deck button will reset the score and remove the deck bookmark only 
for your current session. History entries will remain. 

4 Cards 

4.1 Create	  Cards	  

Cards are created within decks. A deck must be created first before cards can be 
added. See Section 3.1 Create a Deck for instructions. 

If your Deck is empty, the card “Details” screen will appear after the deck is 
created and the Add Cards button is pressed. If your deck has cards already, the 
Cards window, which lists all current deck cards, will be shown. Press the Add 

Card button , located on the upper right of the card “Details” screen. 

The fields within the first section of the card details screen allow you to enter a 
question, an answer and/or a longer explanation. These will create a Question 
and Answer card (a.k.a. flash card). If you enter text into the Optional Longer 
Explanation field, a magnifying glass button will appear on the card answer. Tap 
it to see the explanation. 

The next section with Option Text and Value will change the card into a multiple 
choice card. 

[Refer to the main User Manual for description of the Elo score feature.] 
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4.1.1 Formatting	  your	  text	  so	  it	  appears	  the	  way	  you	  want	  

StudyCards is able to format your text so it appears in a way that best suits you.  
The granularity is by line so you can have an entire line centered if you wish, you 
can have an entire line larger or smaller sized. You can enter a Tab, you can 
enter a New Line.  The way this works is by entering in character strings into the 
text itself. The character strings are always contained in the square braces like 
this: [ some character ].  Centering, making things larger or smaller are things 
that span words or characters so there is usually a beginning and an end.  For 
example Centering is started using a [c] you designate the end with a slash like 
this: [/c].  Larger lettering is [h], smaller lettering is [f], you would span the 
characters you want larger or smaller by enclosing in [h] and [/h] or [f] and [/f].  
Tabs and New Lines are just points in space so you would simply type [n] for a 
new line and [t] for a tab. 

Here’s an example: 

[c]This is centered.[/c]This is not centered.[t]this line begins with a tab[n][n]This 
line has a blank space above it[h]this is bigger text[/h]this is normal text[f]This is 
smaller text[/f] 

Each of those appear on a new line. 
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4.1.2 Question	  and	  Answer	  (Flash)	  Cards	  

In its simplest form a Card can be a Question.  This will give you a one sided 
card (that is, the back will be blank).  

 

You can then add an Answer to this same card so if you flip it over you’ll see 
something.  Type “Thursday” into the Answer field.  When finished tap on the 
Done button. 

 

Congratulations!  You’ve created a simple Flashcard.  
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4.1.3 Multiple-‐Choice	  Cards	  

You can now add option text to turn this same simple flashcard card into a 
Multiple Choice Card.    

Please bear in mind whenever you’re creating cards (of any type) there is a only 
so much screen real estate; the buttons will try to dynamically resize themselves 
but they will only get so small.  Please don’t put loads of text for each answer or 
you will run out of room at the bottom.  StudyCards has a no scrolling policy on 
the cards.  This is intentional and meant to keep all the facts and information in 
view at one time.    

 

This gives you a question side with a single button that you can select or not 
select.   

Note: By default if you leave the button to the left of the option RED* it means it’s 
“wrong” or “incorrect” to select it.  Since there is no correct answer to this card 
let’s add a second option.     We can say “Friday”. 

[* Note: For users that cannot distinguish Red from Green: WRONG (RED) 
answer has BLACK letter. CORRECT (GREEN) answer has WHITE letter.] 
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By default this is RED too.  Now both answers are wrong.  Make one of them 
“correct” - Tap on the Red “A” button next to “Thursday” and turn it Green.   

 

In StudyCards “Green” indicates it’s a “correct” answer.   You have 2 options 
now, one is correct the other is wrong.   For this question it may not make much 
sense to have two correct answers but you could have multiple correct answers 
as we’ll see later. 
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Here’s the card you just created: 

    

You have a 1 card deck with a simple multiple-choice quiz on it.  Not bad for a 
few minutes.   

4.2 Using	  your	  deck	  

Let’s see what this looks like if we select Thursday and then “Submit” that card: 

  

When we created the deck we chose to “Show Answers”  . 
This causes a multiple-choice card to flip over when an incorrect answer is 
submitted. 

The deck is set to show answers when we get them wrong and since didn’t see 
the answer when we chose A for Thursday- we must have chosen correctly.  
We’ll “Submit” this quiz by tapping on the “Submit Quiz” button. 
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Your quiz is graded and timed so you see your score. You have an option to 
repeat or exit the deck. 

Next, we’ll choose to Repeat the entire (1 card) Deck and this time we’ll choose 
poorly, let’s pick Friday. 
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Since the correct answer is “Thursday” and we chose “Friday” this time we see 
the answer side along with the letter of the correct response in brackets: 

Now we’ll submit the quiz by tapping the Submit Quiz button 

 

Notice that the Score is zero (0).  It shows that the average score for this deck is 
0.50 and the best score was 1.  It shows you’ve submitted this quiz 2 times.   It 
also shows your ELO score that we’ll describe in more detail later.   For now you 
can see that this simple one card deck has a score of one the first time, and a 
zero the second time. 

While on the subject of Multiple Choice cards there is one feature with Multiple 
Choice cards that we really like – you can make your options Scramble.  In other 
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words where a particular answer may be “Option A” the first time you see the 
card that same answer might switch to be next to another button – perhaps 
“Option D”.  This scrambling is randomized and appears each time you view the 
card.  Your selection will move with the choice so you will see the Blue 
highlighted button move up and down the card.     

You can turn this on and off two ways – you can look at the Deck details and tap 
the “Scramble Answers” button  -or- you can use the Study Mode 
Settings and tap the Scrambled button to turn this feature on and off.     
Once you’re used to seeing the correct answer in a particular position you may 
be tricking yourself into believing you know the answer where in fact you’re 
scoring based on landmarks.  Scrambling will take this safety net away and really 
make you consider your responses. 

Same Card – 5 different option orders 

 

These changes happen during the same study session; eliminating the 
dependency on positions reinforces your knowledge of the material.   

 

Various Buttons and their meanings 

4.3 Whats	  on	  the	  main	  Decks	  screen	  

The Deck Page is where you see all your decks.  The free version is limited to only being 
able to use 6 decks at a time.   The paid or Advanced version will allow you unlimited 
decks.   See the instructions regarding the lower toolbar for more details on quickly 
changing the order. 

Upper Right     

This is where you Add, Edit or Delete your decks.  

Add  
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Tap this button to Add a deck.  You can add a deck by entering the data 
within the StudyCards App or you can Download a deck from the site. 

Edit   

Tap here to change any details about a deck.  Tap the Edit button then 
Tap on the Green plus sign next to the deck you want to modify.   The 
deck detail page will appear.  Here you can change the name of the deck, 
change the way the deck features.    

Tap Card Listing button to Add, Edit or Delete Cards within that deck. 

Delete   

Tap on the minus key to delete an entire deck.   You will be prompted to 
delete a few times.  First Tap on the Minus Key at the top.  Red buttons 
will appear next to each deck you can delete.  [Note: Some decks are 
permanent (e.g. Favorites) and cannot be deleted.]   Tap on the round red 
button of the deck you want to delete, when you see the Delete button on 
the right side confirm you want to delete by tapping on the Delete button.   
There is no UNDO, be sure you want to permanently delete a deck before 
you delete. 

Lower Toolbar 

The Lower Toolbar has Three (3) buttons.   The Settings, History and Reorder 
button. 

 

 

 

Settings   

The settings button is where you find HELP, Change Backgrounds, 
Change the Font style and size ranges used on your cards throughout the 
app.   See the documentation for each of these features. 

History  

Here you will see the last 5 scores along with the average and best 
scores for each deck.   [Note:  StudyCards provides a very dynamic 
interface.  Scores will be reflective of the state of the deck at the time it 
was finished. 
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Reorder your decks 

Tapping on the Reorder decks button will move through a standard listing 
(box with an arrow), ordering by last used date (latest used on top), and 
alphabetically by deck name.  (Uppercase will sort over lowercase letters 
- e.g. A-Z sorts over a-z :  Zebra will sort before apple) 

By standard load or reordered listing   

By Date last used  

Alphabetically  

 

What’s on the Card or Study Mode Screen 

Once you've tapped on a Deck on the Main screen you will immediately be put 
into the StudyMode (unless this is a RealTest, there you will be give a choice as 
to Study or Test mode)    StudyMode is where you see your cards. 

Upper Right 

The Upper right order of the screen has Three (3) buttons: Edit, Settings and Info. 

 

Edit   

This button will allow you to update the value of the current card on the fly.   You will not 
be able to edit a card during the testmode (for obvious reasons)  See the documentation 
for this feature later in this document    

Settings   

This button changes the studymode operation. The button goes grey when settings are 

being displayed:  

 A single press on the settings button will change the Toolbar at the bottom of the screen 
displaying 4 new buttons:  
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1: Card Display Order [Ordered, Random, by Difficulty]   

 

When Ordered is chosen the cards will be shown in the order they were added.   

Shuffled is randomly ordered cards. 

Difficulty will display the cards you score lowest on first.  This gives you a chance 
to focus on the harder cards. 

2: Which card to show first [Question, Answer or Random]   

 

Q shows the Question Side of your cards first.   

A shows the Answer Side of your cards first.  So instead of seeing “What is the 
capital of Maryland” you will see the answer side and see “Annapolis” and you’ll 
need to recall that was the capital of Maryland.   Obviously this does not make 
sense with math questions or multiple choice cards so this can be disabled or is 
disabled by default. 

The circular arrows indicates that sometimes you’ll see the question and 
sometimes you’ll see the answer first. 

3:  Percent of card in the set  [Unlimited or ALL Cards in the Deck, 10%, 25%, 
50%]  

 

Shows the % of cards you will get in your studyset.  The infinite is 100%, the 
others are obvious. 
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4: Should the options on a Multiple Choice type card be scrambled or in their 
original order. [UnScrambled] [Scrambled] 

 

Specific to Multiple Choice cards only.  This will change the order of your options 
randomly.  For example on one run the correct answer will be “A”, other it may be 
“C”, or “B” or any random choice.   

While in StudyMode Settings a second Tap anywhere on the screen clears out 
the Toolbar and displays the appropriate buttons for the card displayed.   The 
Settings Icon will go back to being lit:  

Information Icon:  

Information about the current card/deck and for Advanced paid version a Timer 
(Displays Hours: Minutes : Seconds the current study or test session has been active) 
appears in the Top Navigation bar. 

Note: The timer will flash colors if certain predetermined time has passed - Yellow is the 
warning period, red flashing means the session has exceeded the preset time. 

 

The details of the information displayed is very small to fit a lot in there for you: 

   • Card Number 

   • Total Cards in this Set 

   • Current Score /Current number or cards reviewed 

   • Percentage correct so far 

   • Correct answers / Total times viewed this Card 

   • Percentage  

   • ELO score for this card. 

 

 

In the above Example : the 6th card in a set of 50 is being displayed 
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During this session there were 4 cards answered correctly so far out of 6 for a score of 
67% on this session. 

This particular card was correctly answered 4 times out of 4 attempts for a score of 
100%.  

There is an ELO score of 971 given to this card.   ELO is discussed in another section. 

 

Toolbars 

StudyCards has several dynamic Toolbars that appear as appropriate.   All cards have a 
Mark and Go button.  This can be used to show the next card right away but mark it so 
you can return to it when the deck is reviewed before final submit.   These toolbars will 
change based on the type of card - Multiple Choice cards have a Submit button 

Flashcard Toolbar    

Mark and Go   

Flip   

Wrong Flip  

Correct  

Multiple Choice Card Bar  

Mark and Go    Mark and Go – Marks the Card and moves onto the next 
card.  This is the fastest way to move from card to card without having to answer 
the card.  The cards will be Marked and you will receive a prompt before you 
submit the quiz at the end. 

Flip  

Flip / Next Tool Bar on the Answer side of a Multiple Choice   
Typically you only see the Answer side if you got the answer wrong.   You can 
force an answer to be shown on incorrect answers by editing the Deck in the 

details section you will see .   Note that a vendor card may block 
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this feature by disallowing you the ability to view the answers.  Test mode 
sessions will not show the Answers. 

Submit Card   

Submitting a Card means you’ve chosen your Options and want to go onto the 
next card.   This will clear any Review Marks you have put on the card.    

Flashcards have different Question side buttons:

 

 

Review the question then tap on the “Flip” button to see if you know the Answer.  
The card will flip over.  See if you got it right and press the Wrong   or Correct

  button to register your result and see the next card in the series.  You can 
also Flip back   to remember what the question was (just in case you forgot). 

 

How to look at your cards: 
Tapping on a Deck in the main page will resume an active deck or start a deck.   
Resuming a deck will maintain your current time and current card.   Resuming is 
useful for cases where you’re studying and receive a call.      

To stop the study mode and return to the Listing of Decks tap on the “Decks” 

button at the top :   

 

Check the cards out that came with StudyCards.  StudyCards comes with a 
Sample Deck and a Favorites Deck.   The Sample is just that – a Sample.  It has 
some instruction cards and some multiple choice cards.  You can get more cards 
online by downloading.  You’ll need a 3G or a WiFi connection to download more 
cards. 

	  

4.4 Deck	  History	  

How can I see more of my history for a deck? 
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Go to the main Deck Listing Page and in the middle of the lower toolbar tap on 
the History Button:  

 

You’ll see I took this quiz on October 11, 2010 at around 8:40 PM.   The first time 
I took the test I spent over 2 minutes and got a score of 1.  The second time (a 
minute later) I only took 19 seconds but I here got a score of 0.   The best score 
was 1 the best time was 19 seconds.   

5 Settings 

5.1 Description	  and	  Diagrams	  of	  Settings	  

In Version 1 of StudyCards – you had to go into the Settings area to make almost 
any changes to StudyCards.  Not any more.  The options you would typically alter 
have been moved to the settings within the application itself.  

The only options left behind are for experts and in very unusual circumstance. 

StudyCards has included maintenance options in case you get into trouble.  
These will allow you to reset your deck list to the original decks.  If you had 
version one of StudyCards your old database got merged and then renamed.  
This essentially renames the database back again and allows StudyCards to 
remerge the decks if needed.   

There is also an option to remove the Permanent Decks.  Just in case you 
accidentally set your decks to permanent and need to delete them here’s where 
you would go to do that.   
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If you’re in this area it is probably best to write in for support to be sure you get 
your decks configured correctly.  There really isn’t much here you need to bother 
with in the normal operation of StudyCards. 

  

 

I would stress here to email us for help first.  These are powerful settings that 
could result in permanently lost cards.  (Well, the No Scrolling one won’t hurt but 
things may look bad until you revert)   

Reset Version 1.x does not revert the app it only restores the original database 
again so you can try to merge it just in case the automated process failed for 
some reason. 

Restore Default Cards wipes your current database out and replaces it with the 
one that came with StudyCards.  All your cards vanish permanently. 

Unlock Perm – unlocks the permanent deck feature so that you can delete decks 
you might have configured to be permanent. 

Reset Version 1.x is only really useful if you started out with StudyCards version 
1.x and upgraded to 2.x.  The database for version 1.x gets merged into the new 
database on your first access after upgrading.  This is a fairly complex process 
and could result in duplicates or missing decks.  This allows you to wipe out and 
try again. 

Special Interest is for Private Areas.  Again, write to use about this.  There is a 
cost involved with setting up and maintaining a private area.  It does not cost 
much, but it’s not automatic.  This is for vendors who want to restrict access to 
cards to certain groups. 

 

Reverts to Old method to display cards without Scrolling 

Allow Cards to be ReMerged on next restart.  Deck is 
renamed to allow it to be merged again. 

Some decks may be marked as Permanent so you cannot 
delete them by accident.  This removes that protection 

Resets the database back to day-one.  All your cards are 
eliminated. 
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5.1.1 In-‐App	  Settings	  

From Settings icon in Lower Toolbar, buttons for Help, Backgrounds, Fonts, 
Email, Backup, Restore.  or from the Launch Page:  

Note: Another option has been added and this image needs updating.  Checks 
and Crosses will turn ON/OFF the Green Checks and Red ‘X’s indicating if you 
answered a card correctly. 

 

 

 

Backgrounds. You can set the backgrounds on the Front and Back of card to one 
of 11 options.  

Turn Leitner On or Off – Leitner breaks your decks into 5 
parts (20% each) based on scores, allowing you to work on a 
specific part.  Leave OFF until you’re ready to focus on a 
specific group.  Use Limit and order by difficulty at first. 

Shows the Navigation (Left, Right) Arrows.  If off tapping on 
the right and left side will still slide to next or previous cards 
but the arrows will not be displayed.  

The Favorite and Marked Card buttons are either displayed 
or not.  Used to de-clutter the display if you don’t use these 
buttons. 

Advanced is used to show more detail on the Deck or Card 
Details page.  The is in an effort to de-clutter the interface if 
you just want to add simple cards.  Advanced opens more 
options. 

Difficulty Level works in conjunction with Leitner.  Is ignored 
if Leitner is OFF. 
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Fonts. Change the font (several available) as well as the minimum and maximum 
size that appears on your cards.  

 

Email your decks.  This button will create an email message containing all of your 
decks.  

Backup 

Restore 

5.1.2 Device	  Settings	  

5.1.2.1 Study	  Strategy	  

Leitner System (On | Off)  

Five Difficulty Levels (from Very Easy | Easy | Neutral | Difficult | Very Difficult) 
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5.1.2.2 Misc	  Settings	  

Welcome	  Screen	  (On	  |	  OFF)	  	  

 

The setting displays the introductory welcome message. 

Show	  Arrows	  (ON	  |	  Off)	  

 

Turn the navigation (next card/previous card) arrows off with this switch.  You can 
still tap the edge of the screen to move to the next card (right card edge) or to the 
previous card (left card edge). 

Hearts	  &	  Flags	  (ON	  |	  Off)	  

 

Remove the heart (Favorites) and flag (Marked) icons from view.  

Advanced	  (On	  |	  OFF)	  

 

This option allows the user to choose between the Simple and Advanced mode 
of deck creation. If you don’t use the extra deck features, leave the Advanced 
option OFF (default setting is OFF). If you want to use the extra deck setup 
features, toggle Advanced to ON. 
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6 Frequently Asked Questions 

How	  do	  I	  enter	  in	  special	  characters	  like	  math	  symbols?	  

On Mac 

Open TextEdit. Go to the menu bar and select Edit. Scroll down to the bottom 
and find Special Characters.  Open Special Characters box. 

 

Open Excel or Numbers and place the cursor at the place you want a special 
character inserted, click in the Characters window, choose a character, and then 
click Insert. 

On WindowsXP 

Open Character Map by clicking the Start button, clicking All Programs, clicking 
Accessories, clicking System Tools, and then clicking Character Map. 

 

On Windows 7 

Open Character Map by clicking the Start button. In the search box, type 
Character Map, and then, in the list of results, click Character Map. 


